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About This Game

This game is an interesting puzzle, and its object is to draw a line through checkpoints.
The main difficulty is to plan the route; to make it right, you need to think carefully sometimes.

The further you progress, the harder the levels become, and the challenges are getting more interesting.

This is a great puzzle for a couple of evenings.

Carefully studying the tips of your assistant, you can get valuable tips that will help you in solving problems. And the main tool
for solving them is your wit and ingenuity, good luck on this path.
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Edit : as of now, Cygames seems to encourage fast games with many powerfull combos and finishers that can easily remove half
of your health in one turn. While it's fun and all when you're the one accomplishing it, it feels really uninteractive when you're
on the recieving end. Still, the devs are really generous with free packs. Does it make up for the repetitive and uninteractive
gameplay? YMMV.

If you know Hearthstone, the digital collectible card game by Blizzard, then it's simple : while being fundamentally a japanese
copy of Hearthstone, Shadowverse improves the formula in many quite important ways : more complex, less reliant on RNG,
more generous in F2P content, and less greedy for the paid-content. However, in the competitive end of the game, you'll run
into the same "problems" with a specific metagame and over-represented decks that tend towards short "aggro" games (but less
aggravating than in Hearthstone).

If you don't, then let me elaborate a little : Shadowverse is a digital Collectible Card Game. CCG are a peculiar kind of games.
They not only function as games, with rules, goals, a winner and a looser, but also as collection, where the goal is to "collect
them all". As such, before considering investing time, and maybe money, into said game, you should be perfectly aware of one
thing : collectible games are expensive. They're designed to make you pay to complete a collection, and what you pay is the
feeling to make progress in that collection.

Not that it's impossible to play as a F2P! In fact, Shadowverse, in comparison to other CGG, is quite generous with its free
content, and you can reasonnably expect to open roughly three free packs every two days. In comparison, Hearthstone is more
like three packs in four days.

Imo, the best way to handle this kind of game is to manage your expectations : what is your goal?
- complete the collection? This game is kinda cheap for the collection aspect, investing roughly 90 dollars every three months
should be enough to get one exemplary of each card (and yes, this is cheap...for this kind of game)
- be competitive? Because you get quite a lot of free stuff, you can reasonably make a free competitive deck by destroying all
your useless cards and crafting the ones you will use.
- have fun by making weird decks? Shadowverse offer a "random" mode with rewards, Take two, which is quite cool and
balanced.

Just note that doing everything at once will be really difficult.

That being said, Shadowverse is probably your best bet, because of how beginner-friendly it is. Good luck!. Dear Devs.

 I actual love you guys right now. not only did we get more monster prom BUT WE GOT ZOE!! YAAASSS!!!! I am trying my
best to contain my excitement and happiness and I literally just started the game, only five minutes in and she is now literally my
soul animal. not only is she fujoshi BUT SHE ALSO LIKE JIMIN!!!! like I am actual fanboying right now, I was screaming
when I saw the Jimin part and when I saw somewhere about the other thing (which I won't spoil). The story and extra content
added to the game is also phenomenal. from the atmosphere to the emotional connection and even character development. This
is and forever will be an extraordinary and out of this world experience, the replayability that is given to us is also incredible.
this is definitely without a doubt a 9.5\/10. I would've given it a 10\/10 if it wasn't for the fact that there's no option for me to
transport myself into the Monster Prom universe Thank you so much, you are my new gods.

Your forever loyal fanboy disciple, Jett.
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P.S. Still waiting on that Monster Prom show (;. Totally changing my review this is a fantastic game and one of the best vr
games i have played! The depth is incredible! 6 characters all with unique characters backgrounds. I have just finished the first
chapter and after following each character anyone of them could be the killer. If each chapter is the same length as the first,
there should be around 8 hours gameplay. So far it is story rich and emersive. I still think the control system hinders this game a
lot. I would love to put this on my list to introduce people who have never experienced VR, but unfortunately the control system
deters me from doing that. You do get used to the controls but i still get myself out of position and find myself struggling to get
a good vantage point and sometimes by the time i do, i have missed crucial plot points and need to rewind. This for me would be
a 10 out of 10 game it such a unique experience! However, due to the clunky controls it loses a point and i give it a 9/10. Dont
let controls deter you though this is money well spent. wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww sucks A@!. excellent
platformer. Good graphics, interesting mix of older games with new ideas, good potential but still a lot to do, patches come out
swiftly and often so I'm gonna keep an eye on this.
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Alright, Entschuldigun is a very engaging Horror themed visual novel. I was lucky enough to be one of the few people that got to
Beta Test the game and while as with most projects, there were a few minor bugs that needed to be worked out, the game itself
delivers exactly what it promises.

There were times during my multiple playthroughs that i felt myself making a personal connection to the character i was playing
as. The story was told perfectly and the level of detail and imagery was spot on. I must commend team Neo Night on another
fantastic game. If you haven't already checked out Always The Same Blue Sky, now is the time. It is a wonderful piece by this
team and a must play for Visual Novel consumers like myself.

When playing Ent, if you are looking for gratuitous nudity or other things of that nature, you will most likely be disappointed
because this is a different kind of visual novel. It takes the player\reader on a virtual tour of a very damaged, very twisted
human psyche and while the game itself was short(around and hour and a half), i found it well worth my time. There were so
many memorable scenes, most notably the first scene when you meet the girl in the house that just sent shivers down my spine.

Overall, i rate this game a 9\10 and a must play for Visual Novel and Horror fans alike. ALSO, the music is damn scary.

WARNING!!!!! If you are easily triggered and cannot handle intense, dark, emotional themes, then avoid this game. I loved
every minute of it.

Also, the game itself introduces some wonderful new mechanics that i have never seen before in a visual novel! A+

WONDERFUL JOB Team NEONIGHT!!!. The full price is a tad expensive IMO but it was worth it at 75% off.

Graphics are amateurish, same for sounds, music is not great. But it is a fun little game overall with the small challenges and
quizzes.. A very fun, simple game. The boss battles could have been a bit more imaginative, and they can be frustrating at times
(you'll see when you play). Minor issue with high screen resolution, giving me a black bar across the upper part of the screen,
but never missed anything important.

Racking up the kills with a high fight gauge is highly satisfying!. I'm sure the people who develop this game, worked really hard
on the new Alpha 17 update. However, I'm here to tell you that even though they worked so hard, they flopped pretty hard with
me and apparently many other. If you decide to get this game or re-download it, try out 17, see if you like it. Then, when you've
decided that you want to play the superior version, go ahead and opt into the prior version Alpha 16.

17 makes the game look, admittedly, prettier. That's about all it does right though, unfortunately.

Skip the ----- if you don't want to read an experience I had that I turned into sort of a lax DnD role play thing.

-------------------------------------------------

You spawn in this world with nothing but your browning undergarments. You have nice, cool, clean, singular, bottle of water
and a can of food. That'll tide you over until you can find something else... probably.

You head off in any direction, more than likely straight for any little cottage or building you see. There has to be some goodies
in them, right? While you're heading toward a cozy little cottage in the middle of a snow strewn wasteland, you're taking the
liberty to punch every bush and rock you see. While occasionally, sifting through piles of trash that seem to litter the ground
everywhere. You spot a zombie or two and for you first timers, you may be a little wary. Don't sweat it, give them a wide birth
and they'll ignore you entirely.

You're coming up to that cottage now, it doesn't look so cozy up close. And for some reason, when you get close, your framerate
drops drastically, wonder why that is? (I'll explain later) You start to walk around the building looking for any opening you can
get through. Meanwhile, a pesky zombie vulture is pecking the back of your head. Every time you turn around to deck him in
the Toucan Sam looking mother f****** face of his, he flies off, only to come back as soon as you turn your head... Oh! You
spot a little opening you can get into, cool. You jump up on a trash can and launch yourself into the safety of a completely
boarded up cabin.
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You take a second to look around and you realize that this place is a mess. Broken crap everywhere, old boots lay all over the
place, dust, cobwebs, bodies, and... Oh, bodies. Wow, a LOT of bodies. All 6 of these bodies start to stand up even though you
haven't made a damn noise. You turn around to go back out, but nope, there's scantily clad nurse zombie who got her ninja
zombie cosplay mixed up because she's coming right at you and you didn't hear a damn thing. You take off toward the other
zombies weaving in and out, realizing that even though you weren't paying attention to that Muhammad Ali documentary, you've
clearly took something away from it.

You turn a corner and race upstairs, jumping over a gap in the floorboards. You get upstairs, and zombies are coming out from
under dressers and behind doors and what the hell is this house of horrors!? Alls you wanted was some damn pants and maybe a
bagel! You race into a room at the end of the hall and you slam the door behind you. Well, screw you, because this game has
continuity. Three more zombies were in this one little single suburban size bedroom because of course they are, why not? At
least there's an open window. You'll take your chances leaping off the second story and impaling yourself on the white picket
fence that Dolores just HAD to have put up one summer. You run to the window and jump.

You land on your feet without even bending your knees. That's really bad for them, you know? Toucan Sam has seen better
days, he's stuck in the window you first jumped through. Poor thing. You take off running because all 40 of the zombies that
were in that 3 bedroom cabin have been ready to leave for awhile, by the state of the place. They decided that your succulent,
juicy, naked thighs are the final straw. They're bashing through the front door as you take off up a mountain.

After a few minutes of running you turn around as you see the zombie aimlessly stumbling about, not knowing which way is up.
You catch your breath and drink your water. You plop down on a rock and dig into your can of store brand baked beans. And, as
you're sitting there, with nothing but your underwear, you realize all that you're now completely out of food and water. You have
no clothes and you went through that whole ordeal, you have absolutely nothing to show for it. You stand up and head for the
next building, to repeat this, ad nauseum.

----------------------------------

The game gets boring fast when the only thing the developers want you to do is run around and kill zombies. They've changed
the whole dynamic of survival building, to kill zombies, loot, next building. The developers have gone out of their way to make
sure any base you build can be easily destroyed. Somehow, these zombies with dying brains are more intelligent than a lynch
mob of rocket scientists. They go for structural supports, they can detect your heat signatures from quite literally, miles. If
you're trying to hide during a blood moon, forget about it. They know where you are. This has always been a thing though, not
just A17, but with each update it gets worse. You found a way to stay safe from zombies on a bloodmoon? Best not to post it on
the forums or they'll patch it, because screw how you want to play it.

The game lags really bad when you're in a building near a group of zombies. Which is every building now. There's no building in
this game that doesn't have zombies occupying some sort of space. Zombies on the floor, on the beds, under tables, on top of
shelfs, in air ducts, etc. They're everywhere and there's 10 minimum per building. I assume it lags because the new zombie AI
and their attempts at pathfinding to you. (1060, 6700k, btw and it didn't lag in the previous update on high. Now it lags on
medium-low settings) So, when you're first starting out and you have nothing but your trusty wooden club. It takes you like
15-20 minutes to clear out a small building and that's if you're not interrupted by wondering zombies. If you're unlucky, then
you're screwed. Time to make another club to clear out the next building and if you don't have a decent setup before nighttime
when the zombies go \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, you're screwed. You can try just running into buildings,
looting a few things while dodging zombies. As a person who has played and beaten Battle Toads solo without cheats,
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665is hard to do without getting hit, stunned\/infected if you're unlucky, then mauled.

There's just too much zombies now and it's not that I don't want there to be zombies or a sense of urgency. I just want to be able
to loot buildings without constantly having to kill zombies. Like, get this, a zombie game where killing zombies gets tedious and
boring within the first 30 minutes. Does that sound like good game design to you?

Anyway, 9\/10.
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Seriously though, A17 4\/10
A16 7\/10. Got this for $0.75, it's not even worth that.. this is best car adventure game

https://youtu.be/dvjUXbKhQ_0. This game is an absolute gem, I love it. I highly recommend it, especially to people who like
RPGs.. This is my favourite game of all time, I love it!. The perfect worms game to play with friends and it even comes with a
great campaign mode!!
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